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CCH Mobile Puts Tax Research in the
Palm of Accountants’ Hands
Nov. 10, 2010

ORLANDO, Florida– Now, on-the-go tax and accounting professionals will 
be able to easily access CCH’s authoritative research information with 
the new CCH Mobile application. The new mobile application is an extension of 
CCH’s IntelliConnect tax research platform and makes CCH’s premiere 
content and tools available via Blackberry and iPhone.

Over 1,000 professionals attending the 2010 CCH User Conference from November 
7-10 in Grande Lakes, Orlando, will preview CCH Mobile. The new app is the latest 
delivery from CCH that ensures that however and wherever professionals choose 
to work, CCH resources will be with them.

“We’re providing an advantage for any professional who needs to 
conduct business beyond the boundaries of their of�ce. And while that’s 
just about everyone, only CCH IntelliConnect customers will have the ability 
to conduct research on CCH’s premier content from the palm of their hand 
– anytime, anywhere,” said CCH President and CEO, Mike Sabbatis.

With CCH Mobile, tax and accounting professionals can conveniently access answers 
and tools on the spot – when meeting in person with clients at remote 
locations, or whenever they need quality content fast.

A limited-time free version of CCH Mobile is available starting today. All 
current IntelliConnect subscribers can download the debut of CCH Mobile at no 
charge and all CCH User Conference attendees also have access to a preview version 
of this portable tax research tool.

After downloading the CCH Mobile app to a smart phone, users of the
complimentary 
introductory release will have access to:
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Customized Tax Tracker News;
Primary materials including Internal Revenue Code and Regulations;
Tax tools and calculators; and
Smart Charts (depending on IntelliConnect subscription level).

More information at CCHGroup.com/mobile.
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